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Emirates enhances Luanda service
Connection between Dubai and Luanda increases to five flights per week, and daily from
2018 winter schedule

Dubai, 12 June 2018 – Emirates announced today it will reinstate two weekly flights between Luanda and
Dubai, increasing capacity to five flights per week between the two cities, starting from 1 July 2018.
Customers can look forward to a daily service starting from the winter schedule.

These additional flights will give passengers more travel choices and address the growing demand for
connectivity on Emirates’ global network, especially to destinations in Asia, USA and Europe. The flights will
be operated by a Boeing 777-300ER with eight seats in First Class, 42 in Business Class and 310 in
Economy Class, with 360 seats on offer in a three-class configuration.

"As a country rich in resources, Angola has a lot to offer global trade and we have recognised a need to
enhance our capacity to enable greater connectivity between our network and Luanda. We remain
committed to serving our customers in Angola with not only advanced aircraft, but also more innovative
product and service options,” said Orhan Abbas, Emirates Senior Vice President of Commercial Operations
for Africa. “Reinstating these flights and growing our service to a daily operation, will benefit trade links,
boost investment and will contribute to the economy by promoting business and supporting Angola’s supply
chain," added Mr Abbas.

With the increased frequency to Luanda, Emirates will offer passengers even more convenient access to
other destinations in its network, including 35 destinations in the Middle East, 18 in Asia and more than 20
destinations in the Americas and Australia.

In addition to an increase in passenger capacity, the new flights will offer up to 23 tonnes of cargo per flight,
giving companies and merchants the opportunity to increase imports of electronic equipment, construction
and pharmaceuticals products.

The flight EK793 departs from Dubai at 09:55hrs and arrives in Luanda at 14:40hrs. The return flight EK794
departs from Luanda at 18:15hrs and arrives in Dubai at 05:00hrs the following day. The daily service
starting in winter, flight EK 793 will depart Dubai at 10:10hrs, and arrive in Luanda at 15:10hrs. The return
flight EK794 will depart Luanda at 18:15hrs and arrive in Dubai at 04:55hrs the following day.
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The flight arrival timings in Dubai are scheduled to ensure passengers from Angola enjoy a shorter transit
time when connecting to Emirates flights to popular destinations such as New York, Houston, London,
Beirut, Seoul, Taipei, Singapore, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Mumbai, Delhi and Sydney, Lisbon and
others.

Emirates passengers can take advantage of the airline’s famous on-board service and hospitality of its
multinational cabin crew, including Angolan crew, and enjoy regional and internationally dining. Passengers
can also enjoy the award-winning ice entertainment system with 3,500 channels. Families with small
children are welcome with special attention, to ensure a comfortable and enjoyable flight. Their children can
have free toys, meals, children entertainment and priority boarding.

Emirates started fights from Dubai to Luanda in August 2009 deploying the Boeing A330-200 aircraft. In
December 2014, the frequency was increased to seven weekly flights. In July 2017 due to resource
optimization needs, the weekly flights were reduced to three.
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The Emirates story started in 1985 when we launched operations with just two aircraft. Today, we fly the world’s
biggest fleets of Airbus A380s and Boeing 777s, offering our customers the comforts of the latest and most efficient
wide-body aircraft in the skies.
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We inspire travellers around the world with our growing network of destinations, industry leading inflight
entertainment, regionally inspired cuisine and world-class service. Find out more.

Annual reports

You can download the latest annual report or read our previous reports for detailed information on our
commercial results and strategies.

Media contacts

Please email us on pr@emirates.com if you want to get in touch with our media team. If you’re a customer
and you have a general question about our services or would like some help, please visit our Help centre.
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